
Dear Sir  ,  

Please study this comment careful before sign contract. 

Hereby I send you Signed contract GPI MT103 With Code , Draft PGL , Sample of SWIFT MT103GPI 

With Code, please consider it by your banker and only if your Bank officer approved your project and 

accepted this procedure full , then start this deal. If you have not bank approval, please do not sign 

contract. 

This is Non-KYC Transaction and there is not  Bank to Bank communication in any stage of deal ,  

Transfers fund via Global SWIFT System to your bank GPI System , Not via SWIFT.COM this is not 

direct transfer fund . After transfer fund  your bank officer has to open GPI Bank System , insert all 

required code and locate fund , then release fund to your account and distribute it according 

IMPDA/PGL.  

Nature of our fund is M1. 

Receiver’s Bank officer has to be expert with Level +14 and more. 

According procedure we only transfer fund after receive Conditional Bank Endorse PGL by our 

paymaster bank officer email and CC to us . if your Receiver’s Bank officer do not put our email on CC 

we never ask our paymaster bank officer about receiving PGL.  

Total Contract Amount : depend on Receiver capacity but we prefer start with an small agreement 

and mentioned Five Billion Euro total amount of contract , you can decrease it to any amount and 

after perform this contract then sign contract with huge amount. 

First Tranche : 10M -49M Euro (optional to choose by Receiver)  

RATIO: (PLEASE NEVER CHANGE IT) 

Sender : 35%  

Sender side :5%  

Receiver side :5% 

Receiver :55% 

We ask intermediaries never decrease Receiver’s share.  

 

If intermediaries do not agree with this term and condition please let drop deal before start it .  

Kindly be noted we are in end of year and have to work hurry.  

 

Best Regards 

Sender’s Team  

05.04.2022  


